
Notes on 7-8-20 CC zoom meeting 
 
In attendance: Bonnie Bernstein, Addeane Caleigh, Janet Eden, Erica Goldfarb, Lyall Harris, 
Lotta Helleberg, Angie Hogan, Lana Lambert, Kevin McFadden, Yolanda Merrill, Sarah Lawson, 
Garrett Queen 
 
We first discussed this year’s membership appeal – how to encourage renewals while 
limiting access to our studio and canceling in-person programming. Angie proposed that 
the Center, in keeping with other nonprofit organizations, automatically extend 
membership through 2021. There was consensus after some discussion to do this, but 
also to encourage those who can to “help us if you can” by paying their membership 
dues.  
 
The conversation segued from dues to offering online programming that would offset 
the issues of limited access and inactivity. Garrett and Sarah reported on the Center for 
the Book’s “Shelf Life” series, which will feature member artists in interviews and virtual 
studio tours posted on the website. Sarah requested that we forward suggestions for 
future programs. 
 
We went on to discuss a possible fundraising production in lieu of the auction. Janet 
proposed soliciting members and friends to purchase a limited edition broadside. Angie 
 suggested producing and selling a 2021 calendar. Lana, Angie and Bonnie offered to 
pursue that idea. 
 
Kevin set s September 15 deadline for individual work reinterpreting our many archived 
collaborative projects for a 25th anniversary exhibition and possibly for auction. He also 
updated us on the Voice-Overs project – broadsides produced by Virginia artists and 
writers responding to the current cultural landscape of Virginia and in the process 
reframing narratives of the past. An August 1 deadline has been set for completed work. 
 
There was not significant progress to report on the Quaranta project, but Kevin 
reminded us that there’s no end in sight to the virus anyway. The project will remain 
open until 40 or more works have been contributed. 
 
– Bonnie Bernstein 


